
Business ModelFinNow is available for everyone with its
freemium model:

YOUR PERSONAL
FINANCIAL ASSISTANT
FinNow is a platform powered by an AI-based engine, 
which helps to manage personal finances in a more efficient
and effortless way with minimum user involvement.

Free account

Monthly/yearly fee for advanced features

People need a personal assistant, which will track their expenses and provide personalized insights based 
on their habits and behavior by improving the efficiency of financial decisions.

PROBLEM ACTUALITY

of Americans think that it is rude to 
discuss money-related matters. 

Money is a taboo, people do not like 
thinking and talking about finances. 

Many even avoid discussing this 
topic within a family.1

70%
of American adults are struggling 

financially – with either large sums 
of debt, irregular income flows, 
and/or sporadic savings habits.2

57% of adult in US does not have basic 
knowledge about money management.

Moreover, about one-in-four
49% of Americans are financially 

fragile, unable to cope with a
mid-size shock in a short period.3

49%

1 Ally Bank
2 Center for Financial Services
3 Global Financial Literacy Excellence CenterInnovation

WE OFFER

Automatic data input 
using speech to text, 

scan, auto-sync

Behaviorally 
informed 

notifications

Custom 
auto-categorization

Joint expense 
management 

within a group

Personalized 
and interactive 

analytics

A High Level Of
Security And 

Privacy

FinNow allows its customers to enjoy the process of money management and make informed financial decisions.
As an AI-powered technological solution, on top of the critical features necessary for expense management,

customers can benefit from the:

OUR TECHNICAL ADVANTAGE
FinNow 

Raw data Personalizes
insights forming

habits

Automatic input 

Semi-automatic input 

Existing money management apps 

Raw data Just a “pie chart”
with standard
notifications

AI

CONTACTS
Mikayel Egibyan | CEO

mikayel.egibyan@finnow.ai

CONSUMER BENEFITS

Functional:
Set and reach
financial goals

Economical:
Optimized
expenses

Social:
Joint finances

Emotional:
Decreased stress

& increased
self-confidence

DISENGAGEMENT
Collecting personal expenses is boring as a result
the financial app retention drops off quickly.

COMPLEXITY
It takes much time and requires special skills to
analyze personal financial data.

SENSITIVITY
Usually people feel stressed to talk about
personal finances due to its delicate nature.

DAILY CHALLENGE
The issue of managing finances is one of the
current challenges in every society.


